INTRODUCTION

Commuting has historically been a relatively fraught topic. Most people hate theirs,
and they make all kinds of decisions based on ways to make it shorter. That includes
taking jobs, leaving jobs, and choosing where to live. Most people in America commute
by driving alone, but efforts by transportation specialists and advocates have been
bringing that number down steadily for years.
Until now.
The coronavirus pandemic has led to a shutdown of the world as we have known it,
and that includes commutes. Many people have lost their jobs, but those lucky enough
to keep theirs are largely working from home. This raises a lot of questions, but the
one we’re going to tackle here is: What happens to the commute, and commute
management programs, when ofﬁces are technically re-opened for business?
This is going to require a complete overhaul of most existing commute programs at
large companies. For those companies that were simply offering pre-tax commuter
beneﬁts to support their employees, it will require designing a commute strategy.
It’s likely that employees will not feel comfortable taking public transit initially, given
the crowded nature of subways and buses. However, your company may not have
parking to accommodate an inﬂux of single-occupancy vehicles, and this would run
counter to sustainability initiatives and, often, local requirements. Additionally, some
team members who used to take public transit may not have a choice, so you’ll want to
support them as much as possible.
That includes pre-tax beneﬁts, transit beneﬁts, commute subsidies, transportation
demand management (TDM) requirements, HR management systems, and more.
Your company size, employee demographics, location, and budget all have a huge role
to play in designing a commuter beneﬁts program that’s not only perfect for you and
your team, but also scalable as your business grows.
That’s where we want to help! We’ll walk you through:
• The best way to deﬁne a committee
• Where to make strategic changes
• How to adapt your commute program to meet employees’ needs
• What changes from coast to coast
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Assemble a
committee
This job is too big for just one person! More importantly, a successful commuter
beneﬁts program requires buy-in from all parts of the company, so it helps to
start with a wide cross-section of advocates. The more people involved, the
better. Obviously the people you choose will depend on the size of your company
and which roles you have ﬁlled, but a good starting point is to ﬁnd everyone
who’s involved in every part of your employees’ commutes (including parking!).
Consider putting together a committee with a representative from each of the
following: human resources & beneﬁts, workplace operations, and facilities.
Why?

Well, human resources is going to be responsible for disseminating this
information to existing and new employees, so you’ll want to make sure they
understand everything you’re offering and believe in the program. Your program
will only be as good as the people who know about it and use it, so it’s essential
to start at the beginning of the employee lifecycle.
At this point, you almost get a do-over with your existing employees. Everyone is
starting anew with their commutes, so you can treat everyone as though they
are new to the company and unfamiliar with what you’re offering. In fact, what
you’re offering may be entirely new! HR will know how to best approach
combining all of your beneﬁts in one place.

Workplace operations managers tend to deal with outside vendors, and it’s
likely your program is going to involve quite a few of those! Whether it’s a
carpool service, a corporate ridehailing account, or a shuttle tracking company,
there’s a lot to juggle in terms of vendors. If we’re talking day-to-day operations
of your company, what’s more day-to-day than the commute?
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Assemble a
committee
You might not be sure about involving your facilities team, but you don’t want to
forget about parking in all of this. The more people you have with an easier
commute to work, the less you have to spend subsidizing or providing parking.
There will also be fewer concerns over mediating who does and does not get a
parking space. This is really crucial, especially considering the possibility that
many more people might want to drive to work. Facilities is going to be an
essential link to ﬁguring out how much parking you really have, who gets it
when, and how.

If your company is big enough (with at least 1,000 employees), you should really
consider appointing someone to head the committee as a full-time job. Having
a commute program manager is increasingly common, and we can understand
why. Running a successful commute program is a full-time job. It involves
keeping track of local ordinances and requirements, individual commute
planning, coordinating with vendors, tracking adoption rates, internal
marketing, analysis and improvement, and more.
Although this may not seem like a crucial hire at a time where budgets are
tight, the members of your committee probably have a ton of other things to
focus on as part of their job duties and may not be able to give this the focus it
deserves. Human resources will be trying to balance those furloughed with
those who need to work remotely with those who need to address their
healthcare needs; facilities will be attempting to sanitize and reorganize the
building to accommodate new regulations; and workplace ops will be helping
make sure your ofﬁce setup is going to allow for enough social distancing!
That all being said, hiring a commute program manager will save time and
money in the long run, regardless of the initial cost. Taking into account the
high cost of parking alone, getting fewer people to drive will save a ton of
money, and this will be more difﬁcult than ever before.
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Understanding
the laws
The ﬁrst thing you’re going to want to check is what’s legally required of you.
This differs from city to city and state to state, and it’s changing frequently �
another reason you might want to have a speciﬁc person assigned to this task!
WHO’S CRACKING DOWN ON
LEGISLATION & COMPLIANCE:

Companies with more than 20 employees are required to offer pre-tax
commuter beneﬁts to their employees. As we’ll get into a little later, this is the
absolute bare minimum, and you’ll likely have to offer much more than that in
order to stay competitive for talent.
Though some of these laws are relatively straightforward, some of them can
get more complicated depending on the size of your company. In Seattle, for
example, the Commuter Beneﬁts Ordinance (passed in 2020!) simply requires
companies with 20+ employees to offer pre-tax beneﬁts. Its Commute Trip
Reduction law (passed in 1991), however, requires much more of companies
with 100+ employees.
If you have more than 100 employees in Seattle, you have to: appoint an
employee transportation coordinator, actively market your transportation
demand management initiatives, survey and report them twice a year, offer
carpooling services, and more. (Are you in Seattle? We’ve got a checklist for
you here.)
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Understanding
the laws
In all cases, employers who do not comply face heavy ﬁnes. In Seattle, it’s
$250 for every day found out of compliance! It might not sound like a lot, but
it adds up fast. Save yourself the hassle, the fees, and the headache by
keeping up with legislation.
One thing is certain: This is a growing trend. Cities like Los Angeles are
working on implementing similar laws, and it won't stop there. Even if your city
doesn’t currently require anything of you, it’s likely that will change soon.
And you should be developing a commuter beneﬁts program regardless of your
legal requirements! With more than 1 in 4 employees having left a job because
of a bad commute, the largest companies in the world are already taking
substantial measures to improve the experience of getting to and from the
ofﬁce.

With the introduction of so much additional uncertainty around when people
are going back to the ofﬁce, how many are going back, if employees will feel
safe taking public transit, and more � coming up with a real commute program
is absolutely more essential than ever. Companies around the world have been
doing this for years, and now is a better time than ever to get started.
And now, you’re joining them.
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Determine
your goals
In putting together a commuter beneﬁts program, you’ll want to agree on some
clearly-deﬁned goals before getting started. That way, you can evaluate the
program on an ongoing basis and determine its success and how best to
continue improving it.
(Pro tip: Make sure everyone involved agrees on the goals! If you think your goal is to
get 10 people to carpool and your CEO thinks you’re going to get 50? Well, that’s not
going to have a great outcome for anyone.)

We know this is a difﬁcult time to anticipate behavior � we’ve never lived
through a pandemic before, so nobody is really sure how anyone will react in
going back to work. That’s okay, and that doesn’t mean you shouldn’t set goals!
The next step is to continuously evaluate how they’re going and to make
adjustments as you go. The point is, you need to have a baseline to start with.
With your goals, be speciﬁc! If they aren’t
measurable, you won’t be able to come up with a
cohesive, well thought-out plan. Instead of simply
something like “Have more people sign up for
pre-tax beneﬁts,” try to come up with a realistic
number. “Have 75% of the people taking the metro
signed up for pre-tax beneﬁts by next month,” is
much more achievable.
It also requires you to be aware of how many
employees you can realistically expect to use each
type of beneﬁt you’re providing! Have you done a
survey of your employees yet? Now’s a good time!
In fact, now is the perfect time. You have a unique
opportunity to change people’s commuting habits,
so you should approach this as if every employee is
new. It’s a fresh start! That being said, you should
think about what’s going to be realistic for your
company during this time and moving forward.

EMPLOYEE SURVEY:
How far is your commute
from the office?
How did you usually get to
work?
Do you plan to change your
commute when you return?
If so, how and why?
Are there any benefits we
don’t currently offer that
you think we should?
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Determine
your goals
Depending on your jurisdiction (and the size of your company), there may be
some goals you must hit. It also may be speciﬁc to your ofﬁce’s location! Is
parking super expensive but it’s not close enough to a subway station? Maybe
you’ll want to focus on carpooling. Are you reasonably close to a bike trail?
Sounds like it’s time for some cycling lessons.
Here are some examples of speciﬁc goals you could set for your program, as
well as how we’d suggest getting started achieving them (obviously, switch out
numbers for what seems appropriate to you!):
Increase the number of people who carpool to work from 5% to 15% in the
ﬁrst month back.
(This goal takes into account your current carpool rate, sets a reasonable reduction
amount, and gives a speciﬁc timeline.)

You can do plenty to lower the drive-alone rate! If it’s not realistic for most of
your employees to switch to transit, especially considering the current
situation, you should look into encouraging carpooling or vanpooling. There are
several services that make this easier, for example, Scoop and Commute with
Enterprise. They’ll help match up your employees and make the setup process
much easier.
To further encourage the switch to carpool, you can set priority parking for
employees who choose not to drive alone! You can also provide subsidies for
gas or maintenance for any employee using their own vehicle. Don’t forget �
vanpooling qualiﬁes for pre-tax beneﬁts just like transit does.
Deciding to carpool rather than drive alone may be a more difﬁcult decision
during this time, but there are some strategies you can implement to make your
team feel safe and supported. Limiting carpools to two people per car and
having the passenger sit in the back, requiring masks to be worn, helping
provide materials to sanitize the car � these are all accommodations that will
make this feasible.
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Determine
your goals
Not add a single parking space during the post-COVID return to work.
This goal is incredibly actionable, and it’s achievable if you have someone on
your team dedicated to the task! It will, however, require a combination of your
other goals, such as the carpooling one above.
The main initiative that would support this goal, however, is introducing ﬂexible
work hours and part-time remote work. Flexible work hours are going to be
instrumental for a number of reasons, not the least of which is that it’ll manage
your parking issues.
For employees who will still need to take public transit for whatever reason
(don’t own a car and can’t afford to buy one, for example), allowing them the
option to come in at non-standard times is going to be a huge help. This means
they’ll be taking a less crowded subway car and will feel immensely more
comfortable doing so.
This would also potentially sway people who could keep taking public transit
but don’t want to do so during rush hour, so you’ll be able to cut down on the
number of people requesting a parking space.
The biggest impact, obviously, is introducing a schedule for remote work.
Having only half of the employees in the ofﬁce will allow you to maintain your
current parking situation; you can just have teams switch off between days or
decide what makes the most sense for your company. Just make sure everyone
is clear on which days are theirs!
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Determine
your goals
Start a bike-to-work club and get 15 people to sign up.
This example of implementing a new program allows you to ﬂex some other
skills, while still being totally measurable. First things ﬁrst, put together a plan!
Will people bike to work every day? Once a week? Then, get to advertising.
Taking the commute and turning it into a chance for employees to bond outside
of the ofﬁce is a great way to get people to change their behavior.
If you want this to work, you’ll need to make sure everyone has access to a bike.
That can mean subsidizing bikeshare memberships, supplying bikes on site
for those who pledge to use them, or simply paying for an employee’s bike if
they need to purchase one. It’s a one-time expense that will save you money on
parking for quite some time.
If you really want this to cut into the number of people who might be driving,
consider offering access to electric bikes. This will drastically increase the
number of people who would consider biking to work, since it removes the
physical exhaustion factor.
It also expands the radius of people who would be a good ﬁt! The average
electric bikeshare trip is 3 miles, according to JUMP, whereas the average
non-electric bikeshare trip is only 1 mile. That’s a huge difference!

These are just a few examples of post-COVID commute goals for you and
your team. While most data has shown that carpooling and biking will be the
stars of post-COVID commutes, it doesn’t mean that you can’t have different
goals. Just like every employee’s commute is unique, every company’s goals are,
too. We’ll go over many different commute options in upcoming sections.
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Take inventory of
what you have
The COVID-19 pandemic has probably thrown your existing commute program
for a loop, but you can use this time to learn more about what is and isn’t
working with your current program and strategize creative solutions.
If you didn’t have something in the works before the pandemic, then this is a
good time to really think about what your employees will need when they
return to the ofﬁce, which is broken down by varying budgets in the next
section.
You can survey employees not only on your current program, but also on what
employees would be interested in seeing once the dust settles from life in
quarantine. Looking at the adoption rate of every part of your program will be
key during this time, so let’s start with the foundation of any commute
program: pre-tax beneﬁts.

You have a pre-tax commuter beneﬁts program in place, but there’s low
engagement. What can you do to increase engagement? Well, let’s start with
the numbers. Determine who is using your current program, then ﬁnd out if
there are more ways to support their commutes.
For example, if a lot of employees appear to take the subway to work, but the
stop is fairly far from the ofﬁce, ﬁnd out how they complete the last bit of their
commute and see if you can help with that. Look into providing a stipend if
people take scooters for the last few blocks after getting off the subway.
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Take inventory of
what you have
Another thing you can do to boost engagement is to ﬁnd out how many
employees are currently driving and why. Chances are most of your employees
are going to turn to driving if they have a car and access to parking in an
attempt to avoid large crowds, but driving isn’t the only way to accomplish this.
It’s important to tackle two main components in order to increase the
adoption of any commute program, especially in a post-COVID world:
Employees are simply not aware of your commuter beneﬁts program and
are not clear on how to get started. This is a pretty common problem that we’ve
seen across the board for companies of all sizes. The simplest solution is to
make commuter beneﬁts part of your onboarding process so new staff
members can learn about the best way to get to work and make better
decisions before they get into the habit of driving.
When you start prepping for employees to return to the ofﬁce, you should
include an updated commute plan so they’re prepared and conﬁdent in how
they will get to and from work.
Now, what about the employees who have already gotten into the habit
of driving before quarantine? First thing to do is to ﬁnd out if your employees
are willing or able to leave their cars behind for another form of commuting.
Surveys have shown many employees want to take up other methods of
commuting, but don’t feel supported by their companies to do so. Expanding
your current program to encompass more employees’ needs and transit
accessibility will not only improve your program adoption, saving you hundreds
to thousands of dollars in taxes, but also decrease your carbon footprint.
This also includes offering ﬂexible work schedules to your employees. Global
Workplace Analytics’ Kate Lister found that 56% of workers can work remotely
at least one day per week.
Another thing to be aware of when it comes to driving is parking, whether you
have available parking for free on site or nearby garages with daily and
monthly passes.
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What kind of budget
do you have?
The pandemic may have you left with fewer or limited resources than what you
originally planned for, which means you have to be even more strategic with
how you allocate your money, and toward what. This includes parking, which can
be one of the most costly expenses in your budget, so it’s important to think twice
about adding more parking for post-COVID commutes.

Bikeshare and scooter programs: Bikeshare and scooter services are

going to be one of the strongest alternatives to driving in a post-COVID world.
While some companies may have a budget to create their own bikeshare
program, others don’t have that need or capability.
Capital Bikeshare (operates in the DMV area) offers myriad plans from single
passes to corporate memberships. Their corporate memberships consist of
three different levels (see here), as do most local city-run bikeshare programs.
Starting a program may help those who want to bike to work, but haven’t had
the ability to do so. Providing access to a shower is a great way to encourage
more riders and there are a few ways you can do so:

• You already have access to a shower in your building? Great! Now you
just have to get the word out to employees so they know where it is and
what commute programs you have in place for them. Using internal
messaging systems and informing new recruits during onboarding are
simple ways to do so.
• If you’re a tenant in a building, talk to your landlord about
getting a shower installed.
• If you own your building you can send out a survey to get some

statistics of your employees commuting habits and preferences to
determine if installing a shower is the right move for you and your staff.
Last but not least, no matter which of these options you fall into, the
key is getting the word out about employee-accessible showers! This is
not only proven to increase the amount of bikers at your company, but
will also help with other healthy habits like hitting the gym before or
after work.
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What kind of budget
do you have?
Rideshare program: Companies like Lyft, Via, and Uber offer corporate

rideshare programs that are ﬂexible to ﬁt your needs and budget. Why should
you incorporate this into your commute program?
Transit stops are abundant in some areas and scarce in others. The
convenience of micromobility options like bikeshare and electric scooters have
opened new lines of access, but, like public transit, some smaller cities don’t
have the same level of supply or demand. Additionally, ridesharing offers a
level of reassurance for some of your employees post-COVID that they won’t
be in a crowded space with lots of other people.
Here are some places to start or learn more about a corporate ridesharing
program:
• Use eligible commuter beneﬁts cards to use pre-tax dollars towards
UberPool rides, Lyft rides, and more.
• Set up individual or business accounts with Lyft and complete trip
reimbursement that’s approved by your company’s commute program,
with just a couple of clicks.
• Get your staff started with Uber’s corporate plan that can be set up and
managed by your HR, facilities, or operations team.
• Via will get you connected with one of their team members to help
create a plan that’s just right for your needs, whether you’re creating or
expanding a current rideshare program.
• No matter who you decide to go with, you can customize how and when
employees are able to catch a ride on the company’s dime. Some
businesses will offer free rides home if employees are in the ofﬁce past
7PM, while others cover every ride a team member needs to take to get
to and from a metro or bus stop.
Customization can also include limiting employee selections to pool rides or
choices with 4 or more occupants in a vehicle, which may not be feasible right
now but could be in the future. This can help limit the number of individual
rides and increase the amount of carless commuters. And, if you offer
commuter beneﬁts cards, these purchases can be subsidized, saving your
employees money and increasing their satisfaction.
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What kind of budget
do you have?
Carpool program: So maybe you’re not in a great spot that’s full of accessible
transit, or your employees live in transit-deprived neighborhoods � either way, it
looks like there aren’t many choices outside of driving for some or most of your
staff. With the pandemic leaving some people fearful of public commuting
options, encouraging carpooling is a great way to keep the number of individual
drivers down.

Odds are, you have a few employees who are living in the same neck of the woods
and are going to and from the ofﬁce around the same time. Of course, employees
can start carpools with one another without it being part of your company’s
commute program, but a great way to increase the number of carpools is through
an incentive program.
Carpool incentive programs may incorporate a variety of means to encourage
employees to carpool. Possible incentives include reduced-cost or free parking,
preferred spaces, or reward programs (like gift cards, an ofﬁce perk, or lunch).

Incentives can be pre-taxed, saving the company hundreds to thousands of
dollars a year. Encouraging carpooling has been shown to improve employee
satisfaction by forming friendships outside of the ofﬁce and transforming
what was once a horrible commute by yourself into a conversation-ﬁlled ride
shared amongst friends! Additionally, companies who have successful carpool
programs have seen decreased absenteeism and late arrivals.
If you’re a smaller company, incorporating carpool incentives into your
commute program can be time-consuming, but you can do this through a
third-party provider like Scoop or whoever you’re currently working with.
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What kind of budget
do you have?
Vanpool program: Vanpools can be a great alternative to driving and can

help decrease single-occupancy drivers (SOV). It also helps employees save on
gas, car maintenance, and other costs associated with daily drives. So, you’re
helping employees keep some extra change while taking advantage of HOV
lanes and cutting through trafﬁc.
Vanpool programs accomplish similar goals to carpooling by providing an
easy-to-use service for employees who don’t have access to public
transportation, as well as those who might not feel initially comfortable
post-pandemic. This also applies to you if your ofﬁce isn’t near stations or if
you’re in an area that doesn’t offer a lot of transit options like scooters,
rideshare, bikes, and more.
How you can get started: Your vanpooling program can be customized to the
size of your company � a van can hold anywhere from 4-15 riders, depending on
upcoming distancing requirements, so you have ﬂexibility to determine how
many vans makes sense for you.
• First, survey your employees on how they get to work, if they’re near
any form of private or public transportation, and if they would be
interested in participating in a vanpool program.
• Once you have the information listed above, then you can start
mapping out vanpool routes based on where your employees live and
their proximity to your ofﬁce.
• If you’ve got 4 or more employees living in close proximity to each other
who aren’t near public or private forms of transportation, then a vanpool
program may be a perfect ﬁt.
• You can reach out to Commute with Enterprise or contact your city’s
vanpool services to ﬁnd a plan that works best for you. Vanpool services
are typically done on a month-to-month payment plan, so you can
increase or decrease the program as you see ﬁt.
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What kind of budget
do you have?
Employee shuttle service: A private, shared, or public shuttle service can

be one of the most effective ways to get SOVs off the road while also
supporting your employees’ commutes. Younger employees who are moving
into cities want a reliable commute, while older generations are coming from
the suburbs and don’t want to be stressed out on a daily basis sitting behind
the wheel.
While this has historically been a great solution for companies who have the
right budget, it might be difﬁcult to get high employee engagement after
quarantine. However, there are precautions you can take if there’s enough
interest to implement or continue using an employee shuttle, like:
• Taking temperatures before employees enter the shuttle
• Requiring riders to wear a face mask and gloves

• Having a sanitizing station, disposable gloves, and masks on the shuttle
• Allow employees to reserve seats in advance
For most companies, it’s not ﬁnancially feasible to have a shuttle running all
day every day. What is possible is providing a shuttle as often as you can, even
if it’s only in the mornings and evenings, or on certain days of the week – both
of which are viable compromises. Shuttling employees to and from the nearest
metro or subway station makes public transit options more accessible as well.
There are also services where employers can open corporate accounts for their
employees and provide on-demand shuttle services. Companies like Pablito
and Shotl operate to ease some of the ﬁnancial burden for employers while
also assisting with the logistical requirements of running a shuttle system.
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What kind of budget
do you have?
Once the dust settles from quarantine (however long that may take), you can
even look into using a shared shuttle service with another company or business
in order to cut back on expenses. Need some scenarios?
•Your company campus is near another company who also runs a shuttle .
•You’re located in an ofﬁce park with other businesses who have
considered running a shuttle service.
Having a shuttle program can result in higher employee productivity; some
staff members even choose to get their day started on Wiﬁ-enabled shuttles.
Last but certainly not least, you’re helping the environment.
Taking several cars off the road and combining them into just one shuttle
reduces emissions greatly. For an individual person, changing a workplace
commute is the single biggest contribution they can make!

Eliminating one SOV commute from San Francisco to Mountain View, CA, can
reduce up to 40 lbs. of carbon dioxide emissions (CO2) per year. Now imagine
how much CO2 could be eliminated if half your employees ditched driving to
work alone on a daily basis.
Commute program complexity will vary based on your location, size, employee
demographics, and budget, but no matter your budget, you should always leave
room for helping to manage your employees’ commutes. In this day and age, it’s
no longer a question, but a necessity.
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Begin with the
basics
The very ﬁrst thing to do is to set up a traditional commuter beneﬁts program,
which revolves around pre-tax commuting options. In some cities like Seattle
this is now a requirement for companies with 20 or more employees, but even
if it’s not required, this is always a good place to start.
While in quarantine, take advantage of the time you’d normally be commuting
to think about launching your commute program once your employees are able
to come back to work.
The IRS has increased the amount of pre-tax dollars employees can put
towards transit to $270 per month in 2020. Pre-tax money is just deducted
from an employee’s paycheck to be used toward their commutes, saving money
for both employees and employers themselves (employers can save thousands
of dollars annually depending on the number of employees).
You can set up pre-tax transit beneﬁts by working with your local transit
beneﬁts organization. In Boston, the MBTA created Perq for Work to help
businesses get their program started by simply ﬁlling out a registration form.
Like this system, most will connect you to a third party HR management
service like JustWorks or ADP, which you may already be using.
So if you’re using your company's pre-tax commuter beneﬁts to take the bus or
metro in Washington, DC you would use WMATA in addition to your HR
management system.
Depending on your program's setup, users may have to make any changes to
their monthly transit pass through your local transit beneﬁts website (like
WMATA) and update your monthly pass to reﬂect your new commute.
Here are a few transit beneﬁt services in major cities around the US:
• Seattle: Commuter Beneﬁts
• New Jersey: New Jersey Transit
• Boston: Perq for Work
• Denver: Commuter Beneﬁts
• New York: NYC Commuter Beneﬁts
• Austin: Commute Connections
• Philadelphia: Penn Transit
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How to market to
your employees
Marketing isn’t just to get you customers � internal marketing is essential to
the success of any company-related initiative! If you want any new initiatives to
get off the ground, or for any existing ones to start thriving, you’re going to
need to put in some legwork to make sure everyone knows about them.
Marketing your commute program will be more important than ever as
employees start returning to the ofﬁce. There are going to be a million
questions, especially when it comes to their commutes! After all, there’s no
point to answering the other questions if your staff can’t get to the ofﬁce.
Start with however your company normally communicates updates! Are you big
on emails? Send out a company-wide email detailing all of your commuter
beneﬁts and instruct them to follow up with you for details.
But you can’t just stop at one email. You’ll want to include regular reminders,
whether that’s in a weekly company newsletter that everyone already reads, or
at the bottom of your CEO’s monthly update. Most people need a little extra
reinforcement.

INSTANT MESSAGING

EMAIL

INFLUENCER MARKETING

Do you use Slack? Send a message about your commuter beneﬁts program and
pin it to the channel. You can even set up a Slackbot to send a message and
remind employees about carpool options when people send messages with the
word “parking,” or a message about pre-tax beneﬁts when people mention
“metro” or “bus.” Get creative!
Another creative solution? Inﬂuencer marketing. Hear us out: Choose someone
from each department who represents your ofﬁce culture well and get them to
start talking about their new commute choice. People are more likely to listen to
their peers, so get as many people talking about it as you can.
Basically, make sure you’re bringing your program up as often and in as many
places as possible. This will give you maximum results, no matter which beneﬁts
you’ve implemented.
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Tracking usership &
measuring results
You probably won’t ﬁgure out the perfect commute program on the ﬁrst go
around, like most things it will take some trial and error. The best way to ﬁnd
out what’s useful to you and your employees is to measure and track program
adoption and usage. So how can you do that?
It sort of depends what you’re looking to track, and what your situation is. If you
give out parking passes to employees, it’ll be very easy to measure who is and
isn’t parking at work anymore. What’s going to be a little more difﬁcult is to
ﬁgure out what they’re doing instead!
The classic suggestion, of course, is to send out a survey to your employees.
Of course, anyone reading this who has ever tried to get results from a survey
can tell you it isn’t as easy as it sounds. You’ll have to send it out dozens of
times in dozens of places, and you’ll still likely only get 50% participation until
you walk up to each person individually and stand there until they ﬁll it out.
SURVEY

That being said, you may be required to conduct surveys as part of your city’s
regulations. When ﬁlled out properly, this can be a very helpful tool in
measuring engagement with individual programs.
If you’re not sending out a survey, you can still measure usership in a variety of
ways, particularly if you’re partnering with outside vendors. Focus on what’s
easiest to count!
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Tracking usership &
measuring results
SHUTTLES
Some vendors, like WeDriveU, offer a certain level of analytics for you, so you
should be able to speak to your account manager there to get information
about how many people ride each route. If you’re just doing it alone, simply ask
the driver to record the information for you and collect it at the end of each
week!
If you notice that shuttle ridership is going down compared to what it was
pre-COVID, consider asking employees who used to ride the shuttle what
makes them uncomfortable about doing so now. Maybe lowering the capacity
or introducing a reservation system would make them more likely to continue
taking it.

BIKES
If you have bike parking in your garage, you can head down around lunch and
count up how many bikes there are! If you’re offering bikeshare membership
subsidies, your HR department should be able to see how many have been
activated. This won’t give you the information necessarily about who’s using it
to bike to work every day, but it should give you an idea of how many people
have committed to or are on the fence about a bike commute.

CARPOOLS
If carpooling or vanpooling are part of your offerings through a vendor like
Scoop or Commute with Enterprise, you should be able to see how many
employees have signed up. Again, this might not let you know how many are
actually participating on a daily basis, but it’s a start.
Additionally, if you’re offering preferred parking passes to those who are
carpooling, you'll know how many employees are doing this.
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Improve your
program
Look, you’re going to have to be ﬂexible, especially during a situation like this.
If you had no commute program at all in the beginning, then having one at all is
a huge improvement!
But nobody is going to get this right the ﬁrst time, even people who have been
working on and managing commute programs for years. There is so much
uncertainty, and things will continue to change rapidly. People will eventually
become more comfortable with taking public transit again, and you’ll be able to
shift some of your goals around.
It’s important to continue talking to your employees about how they’re feeling
about this, so make sure you’re including questions about their commutes in
any surveys HR is sending out. It’s likely they’ll be conducting some as
employees head back into the ofﬁce, and it’s important to make sure they
cover the commute!

We would highly recommend a phased approach to bringing your employees
back into the ofﬁce. This will help you immensely in making improvements to
what you’re doing commute-wise, since you’ll have a small group to test on.
Whether you start with the most essential teams or the ones who depend most
on in-person collaboration, you can stage how many people are coming back at
a time and learn from their behavior.
If the ﬁrst group you send to the ofﬁce doesn’t have a problem with carpooling,
then great! Lean all in with your next group. If you see almost all of them
driving alone, then you’re going to need to work harder on your sales pitch for
the next group � maybe conduct interviews with your beta group to see why
they made the decisions they did. Even just talking to one or two of them can
make an impact on how you treat the next group.
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Share your learnings
with others
If you’re revamping a program you had in place pre-COVID or starting one for
the ﬁrst time, you should share your successes and learnings. Some cities have
regulations that require you to share your ﬁndings every 2 years, but that
doesn't mean that you can’t reveal what you’ve learned sooner.
Post-COVID commutes will require some businesses to really think outside of
the box to help their employees, and it’s time you start sharing what you know.
Whether that’s through joining a like-minded LinkedIn group (like our Commute
+ Connections) or a TDM-oriented listserv, there are a lot of other people out
there hoping to learn from you � and who you can learn from!
Although there’s always a competitive market for talent, now is the time to act
as a uniﬁed group to make sure employees everywhere are safe and
comfortable with their commutes. Plus, the lack of cars on the road during
stay-at-home orders has shown the immense positive impact we can have on
carbon emissions.
Obviously, we won’t have zero cars on the road when we return to work, but it’ll
be important to make sure we don’t end up with more than we did before. That’s
something we can all agree on.
If you have any questions or thoughts on what’s worked for you and your
company as you start putting together plans, we’d love to hear it.

Please email us at marketing@transitscreen.com to share, and
consider posting in our LinkedIn group about it! We all just want to
learn more about how we can support employees during this time
and improve commutes for all.

JOIN OUR GROUP
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Let’s talk about your
commute!
Are you ready to start talking about your commute program? We can help!
Our line of products are tailored to ﬁt your needs and your program. With
curated, real-time transit information you can offer your employees, residents,
tenants, and more the personalized experience they need when it comes to
planning their new commutes.
Whether your commute is staying the same or changing post-COVID, it’s
important to have access to the right information that will help you get exactly
where you need to go.
If you would like to learn more or have any questions feel free to reach out to
sales@transitscreen.com or head over to our website to check out how we
can help with you commute.
Get in touch:
202.688.5006
sales@transitscreen.com
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